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Abstract. Our main goal in the present article is to explain how one can reconstruct the decomposition
subgroups and norms of points on an arithmetic curve inside its fundamental group if the following data
are given: the fundamental group, a part of the cyclotomic character and the family of the regulators
of the fields corresponding to the generic points of all étale covers of the given curve. The approach is
inspired by that of Tamagawa for curves over finite fields but uses Tsfasman-Vlăduţ theorem instead of
Lefschetz trace formula. To the authors’ knowledge, this is a new technique in the anabelian geometry of
arithmetic curves. It is conditional and depends on still unknown properties of arithmetic fundamental
groups. We also give a new approach via Iwasawa theory to the local correspondence at the boundary.
MSC classification: 14G32 (primary), 11R42, 11R29 (secondary)
1. Introduction
Let K be a number field, S a finite set of primes of K containing all archimedean primes and KS/K
the maximal extension of K unramified outside S. Let OK,S be the ring of S-integers of K. Then the
étale fundamental group of SpecOK,S is equal to the Galois group GK,S of KS/K. We discuss in this
article, how one can deduce anabelian information on SpecOK,S from GK,S and (essentially) the family
of residues at s = 0 of zeta functions of all intermediate fields KS/L/K. Our goal, is to establish a
local correspondence on the curve SpecOK,S : i.e., given pairs (Ki, Si) for i = 1, 2 and an isomorphism
σ : GK1,S1
∼→ GK2,S2 , preserving the product ’class number times regulator’ for all finite subextensions,
let for any finite subextension K1,S1/L1/K1, denote the corresponding extension of K2 via σ by L2. For
a scheme X, let |X| denote the set of closed points of X. Under (unknown) additional requirements on
GKi,Si , we will show the existence of a compatible family of bijections
σ∗,L1 : |SpecOL1,S1 | ∼→ |SpecOL2,S2 |
on closed points, for any finite subextension K1,S1/L1/K1, characterized by σ(Dp¯) = Dσ∗(p¯), where Dp¯
is the decomposition subgroup of the point p¯ and σ∗ is the inverse limit of the maps σ∗,L1 . Moreover,
the maps σ∗,L1 preserve absolute norms of primes.
Let us use the following notation: if (x),(y) are some sets of invariants of K,S (like, for example,
the position of the decomposition groups of primes inside GK,S), then (x)  (y) resp. (x)! (y) will
have the following meaning: if the data in (x) are known, then we can deduce the data in (y) from
them resp. the knowledge of (x) and (y) is equivalent. In particular, (x)  (y) implies that if two pairs
(Ki, Si), i = 1, 2 are given with GK1,S1 ∼= GK2,S2 and such that the data in (x) coincide for i = 1, 2, then
also the data in (y) are coincide.
The goal of the first part of the article is to establish σ∗ on the primes lying on the boundary, i.e., in
S. Here we enforce the main result from [Iv14], using methods from Iwasawa theory and the Greenberg
conjecture ( [Gre02] Conjecture 3.5). Here is our result in this direction. Let S∞ = S∞(K) resp.
Sp = Sp(K) denote the set of archimedean primes of K resp. the set of primes of K lying over p, and
set Sf := SrS∞.
Theorem 1.1. Assume the Greenberg conjecture holds for all involved number fields and for the fixed
prime p. Let K be a number field, S ⊇ Sp ∪ S∞. Then
(GK,S , p) (Dp¯ ↪→ GK,S)p¯∈Sf rSp .
Key words and phrases. arithmetic curves, anabelian geometry, Dedekind zeta function, Brauer-Siegel theorem,
Tsfasman-Vladut theorem, Iwasawa theory.
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By all involved number fields we mean all finite subextensions of KS/K. Let N(S) := N∩O∗K,S . From
Theorem 1.1 and [Iv14] Theorem 1.1 and Proposition 4.1 we immediately deduce:
Corollary 1.2. Let SpecOK,S be such that at least two rational primes lie in N(S) and S∞ ⊆ S. Let
p ∈ N(S) and let χp be the p-part of the cyclotomic character on GK,S.
(i) If the Leopoldt conjecture holds for all involved number fields and all primes and the Greenberg
conjecture holds for all involved number fields for at least two primes in N(S):
GK,S  (Dp¯ ↪→ GK,S)p¯∈Sf .
(ii) If the Leopoldt conjecture holds for all involved number fields and all primes, then GK,S  N(S)
and
(GK,S , χp) (Dp¯ ↪→ GK,S)p¯∈Sf .
(iii) (GK,S , p, χp) (Dp ⊆ GK,S)p∈Sf .
In the rest of the article we consider the local correspondence on the curve, i.e., for points 6∈ S. More
precisely, we will give a (unfortunately, not purely) group theoretic criterion for a subgroup D ⊆ GK,S
to be a decomposition subgroup of a prime in the spirit of Tamagawa’s work [Ta97] in the case of curves
over finite fields. Here is our main result. The important technical conditions (C2)-(C4) made there will
be explained in Sections 4.1, 5 below. Essentially, they ensure that GK,S is sufficiently big and that the
decomposition subgroups lie sufficiently independent inside it. Unfortunately, these conditions are still
not known to hold for arithmetic fundamental groups.
Theorem 1.3. Assume that the generalized Riemann hypothesis holds for all involved number fields.
For i = 1, 2 let SpecOKi,Si be an arithmetic curve. Let
σ : GK1,S1
∼→ GK2,S2
be a topological isomorphism of the fundamental groups. Assume that
(1) Si contains the archimedean primes and at least two rational primes are invertible on SpecOKi,Si ,
Ki,Si realizes locally at each p ∈ Si the maximal local extension1 and σ induces a local correspon-
dence on the boundary (cf. Corollary 1.2)
(2) condition (C4) and either condition (C2) or condition (C3) hold for Ki, Si for i = 1, 22
(3) for any finite (sufficiently big) subextension K1,S1/L1/K1, one has hL1 RegL1 = hL2 RegL2
3.
Then for any K1,S1/L1/K1 finite, σ induces a bijection (the local correspondence map):
σ∗,L1 : |SpecOL1,S1 | ∼→ |SpecOL2,S2 |,
characterized by σ(Dp¯) = Dσ∗(p¯), where σ∗ is the inverse limit over all σ∗,L1 . The maps σ∗,L1 are
compatible for varying L1 and preserve the residue characteristic and the absolute inertia degrees of
primes.
This theorem gives an approach to the (weaker form of) Isom-conjecture of Grothendieck (cf. [Gro83]
and [NSW08] 12.3.4,12.3.5) in the case of arithmetic curves. Indeed, as σ∗ preserves the absolute norm of
primes, it also preserves the residue characteristics and the inertia degrees over Q. Thus by Chebotarev
density theorem, one has the following corollary (which is proven exactly as Theorem 2 in [Ne69]).
Corollary 1.4. For i = 1, 2 let SpecOKi,Si be an arithmetic curve. If a local correspondence σ∗ as in
Theorem 1.3 is established, and K1/Q is normal, then K1 ∼= K2.
As hL RegL is encoded in the residue at s = 1 of the zeta-function ζL of L, Theorem 1.3 says essentially
that GK,S (under certain hypotheses, ensuring that it is sufficiently big) plus the family of the residues
of the functions ζL for K•S/L/K at s = 1 give enough information to reconstruct K, at least when K is
normal over Q.
1If S ⊇ Sp ∪ S` ∪ S∞ and S is defined over a totally real subfield, then this holds (cf. [CC09] Remark 5.3(i)).
2cf. Sections 4.1, 5.
3In fact, it is enough to require a condition on the behavior of this quantity in infinite Galois subtowers Ki,Si/Li/Li/Ki.
Further, due to [Iv14] Proposition 4.2, it is equivalent to require equality of regulators.
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The main idea in the proof of Theorem 1.3 is a group-theoretic characterization of decomposition
subgroups of points on SpecOK,S in the spirit of Tamagawa’s work [Ta97]. Instead of using étale
cohomology and Lefschetz fixed point formula, which are not available in our case, we use the theorem
of Tsfasman-Vlăduţ [TV02] (and its further generalization by Zykin [Zy05]), which is a generalization
of the Brauer-Siegel theorem. The application of Tsfasman-Vlăduţ theorem is the place where we need
the behavior of the regulators of the fields in question. While it is completely unclear how to recover
these regulators from the fundamental group GK,S , the p-adic volume volp(K) of the unit lattice (for
totally real fields, it is the p-adic norm of the p-adic regulator) can be recovered if Sp ⊆ S (see Section 6).
Unfortunately, the p-adic analogue of Brauer-Siegel and hence also of Tsfasman-Vlăduţ fails (cf. [Wa82]),
so our method would fail, if we replace RegK by volp(K). This do not exclude that there is still some
similar way of using volp(K) to obtain information on decomposition subgroups.
Note the following subtlety: in the application of Tsfasman-Vlăduţ, we need to restrict attention to
the maximal tame subextension, as infinitely wildly ramified towers are in general asymptotically bad
and hence the invariants we work with get trivial. We were inspired to consider tamely ramified towers
to obtain non-trivial invariants by the work of Hajir and Maire [HM01]. Nevertheless, part (2) of the
assumptions of Theorem 1.3 concerns the whole group GK,S , and not only its maximal tame quotient.
This is possible because we are able to deduce non-trivial invariants attached to an infinitely wildly
ramified tower by considering limits of invariants of tame subtowers, cf. e.g. Proposition 3.8.
Notation. Let us collect the notations used throughout the paper. Let K be a number field, i.e., a
finite extension of Q. Then ΣK is the set of all primes (archimedean or not) of K, S∞ := S∞(K) is the
set of archimedean primes of K and Sf := SrS∞(K) for any set S of primes of K. For S,R ⊆ ΣK , KRS
is the maximal extension of K unramified outside S and completely split in R. For a prime p of K we
write Np for its norm over Q. Further, DK , hK ,RegK are the absolute discriminant, the class number,
the regulator of K and gK := log |DK | 12 is the genus of K. For a finite ramified extension L/K we set
gL/K := log |NK/QDL/K | 12 .
If L/K is a Galois extension and p¯ is a prime of L, then Dp¯,L/K ⊆ GL/K denotes the decomposition
subgroup of p¯. If p := p¯|K is the restriction of p¯ to K, then we sometimes write Dp¯/p or simply Dp¯
instead of Dp¯,L/K .
A prime always mean a non-archimedean prime.
Outline of the paper. In Section 2, we consider the approach to the local correspondence at the
boundary via Iwasawa theory. In Section 3 we show how to use results of Tsfasman-Vlăduţ to deduce
information on wildly ramified towers. In Section 4 we characterize decomposition subgroups inside GK,S
using certain invariants attached to intermediate fields. In Section 5 we prove our main result Theorem
1.3 and in Section 6 we show how to reconstruct the p-adic volume of the unit lattice from GK,S .
2. Decomposition subgroups of primes at the boundary
In this section, we use Iwasawa theory, to strengthen results from [Iv14] significantly under assumption
of the Greenberg conjecture. We are going to prove Theorem 1.1 from the introduction.
Theorem 1.1. Assume the Greenberg conjecture holds for all involved number fields and for the fixed
prime p. Let K be a number field, S ⊇ Sp ∪ S∞. Then
(GK,S , p) (Dp¯ ↪→ GK,S)p¯∈Sf rSp .
Proof. By [Iv14] Proposition 2.4, the intersections of the p-Sylow subgroups inside the decomposition
subgroups Dp¯/p of primes p ∈ Sf rSp are not open in any of them. This implies that it is enough to
prove the theorem after replacing K by a finite subextension contained in KS (cf. [Iv14] Remark 1.2).
Thus we may assume that µp ⊆ K.
Let K∞/K be the compositum of all Zp-extensions of K. Then the Galois group Γ := GK∞/K is
isomorphic to Zdp with d = r2 + 1 + δp(K), where δp(K) is the Leopoldt defect of K. Let
Λ := ZpJΓK ∼= ZpJT1, . . . , TdK
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be the corresponding Iwasawa algebra. Introduce the following notations:
M∞ = maximal abelian pro-p-extension of K∞ unramified outside Sp ∪ S∞
M∞,S = maximal abelian pro-p-extension of K∞ unramified outside S
Y = GM∞/K∞
YS = GM∞,S/K∞ .
For a prime p ∈ S, let Γp ⊆ Γ denote the decomposition subgroup of p. The next lemma shows how
the Iwasawa-theoretic result [NSW08] 11.3.5 generalizes to K∞/K. Let I(Kp(p)/Kp) denote the inertia
subgroup of the Galois group of the extension Kp(p)/Kp and let Zp(1) denote the first Tate-twist and
IndΓΓp the compact induction functor from compact Γp-modules to compact Γ-modules, as explained
in [NSW08] in the text preceeding 11.3.5.
Lemma 2.1. There is a canonical exact sequence of Λ-modules
(2.1) 0→
⊕
p∈(Sf rSp)(K)
IndΓΓp Zp(1)→ YS → Y → 0.
Proof. As the weak Leopoldt conjecture holds for the cyclotomic Zp-extension, it also holds for K∞/K
( [Ng83] Corollary 2.9). Hence, exactly as in the proof of [NSW08] 11.3.5 we obtain the exact sequence
0→ lim←−
U⊆Γ
∏
p∈(Sf rSp)(L)
I(Kp(p)/Kp)GL,p → YS → Y → 0,
where the limit is taken over all open subgroups U ⊆ Γ, L is the subfield of K∞ corresponding to U and
GL,p is the decomposition subgroup of p in the extension KSp∪S∞(p)/L. As K∞ contains the cyclotomic
p-extension of K, we have Γp ∼= Zp. We have K∞ ⊆ KSp∪S∞(p), the decomposition subgroup of a prime
p ∈ Sf rSp in KSp∪S∞(p)/K∞ is trivial and I(Kp(p)/Kp) ∼= Zp(1). Hence the lemma follows. 
Observe that (GK,S , p) Γ,Λ, the Λ-module YS . Define the Λ-module V by
V := ker(YS → Y ) =
⊕
p∈(Sf rSp)(K)
IndΓΓp Zp(1).
Lemma 2.2. (GK,S , p) the sequence (2.1) of Λ-modules and, in particular, the Λ-module V .
Proof. By [LN00] Theorem 3.2 and as µp ⊆ K, the Zp-rank of Γp is ≥ 2 for p ∈ Sp(K), hence the
conditions of [LN00] Proposition 3.6 (cf. also [LN00] Theorem 4.4) resp. [McCal01] Corollary 14 are
satisfied and we deduce that the Greenberg conjecture is equivalent to Y being Λ-torsion free. On the
other side,
⊕
p∈(Sf rSp)(K) Ind
Γ
Γp Zp(1) is a torsion Λ-module, hence it is exactly the Λ-torsion submodule
of YS . This determines it intrinsically by (GK,S , p). 
Lemma 2.3. (GK,S , p) ](Sf rSp)(K).
Proof. Let χ be a Z∗p-valued (continuous) character of Γ and Zp(χ) the corresponding Λ-module. By
Frobenius reciprocity we have:
HomΓ(V,Zp(χ)) =
⊕
p∈(Sf rSp)(K)
HomΓ(Ind
Γ
Γp Zp(1),Zp(χ)) =
⊕
p∈(Sf rSp)(K)
HomΓp(Zp(1),Zp(χ)).
Thus rkZp HomΓ(V,Zp(χ)) ≤ ](Sf r Sp)(K) with equality if and only if χ|Γp agrees with the cyclotomic
character on Γp. Thus
](Sf rSp)(K) = max
χ
rkZp HomΓ(V,Zp(χ)),
where χ goes through all continuous Z∗p-valued characters of Γ. This and Lemma 2.2 finish the proof. 
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Now we can prove Theorem 1.1 using methods from [Iv14]. Applying Lemma 2.3 to open subgroups
U ⊆ GK,S , we obtain the numbers ](Sf rSp)(L) for all intermediate subfields KS/L/K. Let U ⊆ GK,S
be an open subgroup. Let
(2.2) V0 :=
⋂
V⊆U
V,
where the intersection is taken over all open normal subgroups V of U , such that U/V is abelian of
exponent p and such that ](Sf rSp)(KVS ) = (V : U)](Sf rSp)(KUS ). Thus K
V0
S /K
U
S is the maximal
abelian extension of KUS of exponent p, which is unramified outside S and completely split in S
f rSp.
Let L = KUS and consider the natural surjection
tp,U : U  U/V0 = G(LS
f rSp
S /L)
ab/p.
As in [Iv14] Definition 2.1, let us say that a pro-finite group is of p-decomposition group if it is a
non-abelian pro-p Demushkin group of rank 2. Explicitly, such a group is necessarily isomorphic to
ZpnZp, such that the corresponding map Zp → Aut(Zp) ∼= Z∗p is injective. We have a variation of [Iv14]
Proposition 3.5.
Lemma 2.4. Let H be a group of p-decomposition type inside GK,S. The following are equivalent:
(i) H ⊆ Dp¯ for some p¯ ∈ Sf rSp
(ii) For any U ⊆ GK,S open: H ⊆ U ⇒ H ⊆ ker(tp,U : U  U/V0), where V0 is as in (2.2).
The prime p¯ in (i) is unique.
Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii): Assume H ⊆ Dp¯ for some p¯ ∈ Sf rSp. By construction, KV0S /KUS is completely
decomposed in p¯|KUS . Thus H ⊆ V0.
(ii) ⇒ (i): Let H be given and let H ⊆ U ⊆ GK,S be an open subgroup. Let V0 be as in (2.2). Then
KV0S /K
U
S contains the maximal unramified abelian extension of K
U
S of exponent p, which is completely
split in S. Thus S-version of the principal ideal theorem (as in the proof of the (a) ⇒ (c)-part of [Iv14]
Proposition 3.5) implies:
lim−→
H⊆U⊆GK,S
ClS(K
U
S )/p = 0.
Now the proof can be finished as in [Iv14] Proposition 3.5. 
For p¯ ∈ (Sf rSp)(KS), the p-Sylow subgroups of Dp¯ are exactly the subgroups of p-decomposition
type. Thus by Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 we obtain for any open subgroup U ⊆ GK,S :
(GK,S , p) Sylp(U, Sf rSp) :=
{
H ⊆ U : H is a p-Sylow subgroup of Dp¯,KS/KUS with p¯ ∈ Sf rSp
}
Now the proof of Theorem 1.1 can be finished as in [Iv14] Section 3.4. 
3. Invariants of infinite Galois towers of number fields
3.1. Preliminaries: Tsfasman-Vlăduţ theorem.
We will make use of the generalized Brauer-Siegel theorem proven by Tsfasman-Vlăduţ [TV02] and
extended further by Zykin [Zy05], so let us recall their results. Tsfasman and Vlăduţ work with asymptot-
ically exact families of number fields. We need only the special case of infinite number fields (equivalently,
of towers of number fields). Let K be an infinite number field, i.e., an algebraic extension of Q of infinite
degree. We can choose a tower
Q ( K0 ( K1 ( K2 ( · · · ( K
of subfields, finite over Q, such that K =
⋃∞
n=1Kn. Such towers are clearly not unique. All results in
this section (and also later on) depend only on K , not on the choice of the tower. For a number field
K, set
• Φα(K) := {p ∈ ΣK : Np = α} if α is a rational prime power
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• Φα(K) is the set of real resp. complex primes of K, if α = R resp. C.
For K ,Kn as above and α either a rational prime power or R or C, define
φα(K ) := lim
n→∞
]Φα(Kn)
gKn
.
Then [TV02] Lemma 2.4 shows that this limit exists for each α (i.e., {Kn}n is an asymptotically exact
family). Moreover, [TV02] Lemma 2.5 shows that these limits depend only on K and α and not on the
choice of the tower. Further, K is called asymptotically good, if there exists an α such that φα(K ) 6= 0,
and asymptotically bad otherwise. Also define
BS(K ) := lim
n→∞
log(hKn RegKn)
gKn
.
(We will see in a moment that this notation makes sense). A finite extension L/K is called almost normal,
if there are subextensions L = Kn ⊇ Kn−1 ⊇ · · · ⊇ K0 = K, such that Ki+1/Ki is normal. An infinite
extension K /K is called almost normal, if it is the limit of a tower of finite almost normal extensions.
The following generalization of the classical Brauer-Siegel theorem is shown by Tsfasman-Vlăduţ in the
asymptotically good case and also under GRH and then by Zykin in the remaining asymptotically bad
unconditional case.
Theorem 3.1 ( [TV02] GRH Corollary D, Corollary F; [Zy05] Corollary 3). Let K be an infinite number
field and let {Kn}n be a tower of subextensions of K , such that Kn ( Kn+1 for all n and K =
⋃∞
i=0Kn.
Assume that at least one of the following holds:
• each Kn is almost normal over Q, or
• generalized Riemann hypothesis holds for each Kn.
Then BS(K ) exists, depends only on K , not on Kn’s and
BS(K ) = 1 +
∑
q
φq(K ) log
q
q − 1 − φR(K ) log 2− φC(K ) log 2pi,
where the sum is taken over all rational prime powers.
Also observe that by [TV02] Theorem H (and GRH Theorem G) BS(K ) is always finite. The term
on the right side in Theorem 3.1 is closely related with the value at 1 of the zeta function of K (which
is defined in [TV02]). For an infinite number field K , satisfying one of the conditions from the theorem,
we define:
(3.1) λ(K ) := BS(K )− 1 + φR(K ) log 2 + φC(K ) log 2pi =
∑
q
φq(K ) log
q
q − 1 .
For an infinite extension K /K with K =
⋃
n>0Kn and Kn+1 ⊇ Kn ⊇ K for all n > 0, define:
µ(K /K) := lim
n→∞
[Kn : K]
gKn
.
The following two lemmas below are closely related to [HM01] Lemma 5, Definition 6 and the invariant
µ is related to the root discriminant rdK := |DK/Q|
1
[K:Q] .
Lemma 3.2. Let K be a number field and K /K an infinite Galois extension. Let (Kn)∞n=0 be a tower
corresponding to K /K, consisting of Galois subextensions with K = K0. Then
µ(K /K) = lim
n→∞
[Kn : K]
gKn
≥ 0
exists, is finite and depends only on K /K, not on the choice of the tower. If moreover, K /K is
unramified outside a finite set S of primes of K and only tamely ramified in S, then µ(K /K) > 0.
Proof. This follows from the last statement of Lemma 3.3 below. 
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Lemma 3.3. Let L/K be a finite Galois extension, which is unramified outside S∞ a set Sf =
{p1, . . . , pr} of primes of K, and let piOL =
∏gi
j=1 P
ei
ij , such that [L : K] = eifigi, where fi is the
inertia degree of Pij/pi for some (any) j. Then
NK/QDL/K =
r∏
i=1
Np
[L:K](1− 1ei+
βi
ei
)
i ,
with some βi ≥ 0 and βi = 0⇔ L/K is tamely ramified in pi. Moreover, one has
gL
[L : K]
= gK +
1
2
r∑
i=1
(1− 1
ei
+
βi
ei
) log Npi.
Proof. Let δL/K be the different of L/K. Then the Pij-valuation of δL/K is ei−1+
∑∞
u=1(]DPij/pi,u−1),
where DPij/pi,u denote the higher ramification subgroups in the lower numbering ( [Se79] Chap. IV
Proposition 4). Let βi :=
∑∞
u=1(]DPij/pi,u − 1). As DL/K = NL/KδL/K , we get
NK/QDL/K = NK/QNL/KδL/K = NL/QδL/K =
r∏
i=1
Np
gifi(ei−1+βi)
i =
r∏
i=1
Np
[L:K](1− 1ei+
βi
ei
)
i .
It is clear that βi = 0 ⇔ L/K is tamely ramified in pi. Now taking the logarithm of the formula
DL/Q = D
[L:K]
K/Q NK/QDL/K gives the last statement of the lemma. 
3.2. Relative version of the invariants.
Let L/K be a finite extension. Having no chance to control neither DK/Q, nor the wild part of
DL/K , we are still able to control the tame part of the norm of the relative discriminant |NK/QDL/K |
(by ’control’ we mean, that the information is encoded in the Galois groups). Therefore, we introduce
relative versions of invariants from Section 3.1. For L/K finite and ramified, set
gL/K := log |NK/QDL/K | 12 .
Then gL = gL/Q = [L : K]gK +gL/K . Assume now the tower K =
⋃
nKn/K is ramified, i.e., gKn/K > 0
for n 0). We define:
µrel(K /K) := lim
n
[Kn : K]
gKn/K
φα,rel(K /K) := lim
n
]Φα(Kn)
gKn/K
BSrel(K /K) := lim
n
log(hKn RegKn)
gKn/K
λrel(K /K) := BSrel(K /K)− 1 + φR,rel(K /K) log 2 + φC,rel(K /K) log 2pi.
Lemma 3.4. Let K /K be a ramified tower. Then
(i) µrel(K /K), φα,rel(K /K),BSrel(K /K) and λrel(K /K) exist and are independent of the choice
of the Kn’s.
(ii) One has µrel(K /K) <∞ and µ(K /K) = 0⇔ µrel(K /K) = 0.
(iii) For ∗ ∈ {µ, φα,BS} one has:
∗rel(K /K) = ∗(K /K)(1 + gKµrel(K /K)).
Proof. For n 0, gKn/K is defined and we have:
gKn
[Kn : K]
=
gKn/K + [Kn : K]gK
[Kn : K]
=
gKn/K
[Kn : K]
+ gK .
As for n → ∞ the limit on the left side exists and is > 0, also the limit on the right side exists and
is > 0. Take n0 big enough such that Kn0/K is ramified, then a similar computation shows that
gKn/K
[Kn:K]
≥ gKn0/K , in particular the limit of
gKn/K
[Kn:K]
is > 0. Going to this limit we obtain:
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(3.2) µ(K /K)−1 = µrel(K /K)−1 + gK .
The left hand side is ∞ if and only if the right hand side is. Thus µ(K /K) = 0 ⇔ µrel(K /K) = 0.
This completes the proof of (ii). Also (iii) for ∗ = µ follows from (3.2). Further, as µ(K /K) depends
only on K /K, not on Kn’s, the same holds for µrel(K /K). We compute:
(1 + gKµrel(K /K))φα(K /K) = (1 + gK lim
n
[Kn : K]
gKn/K
) lim
n
]Φα(Kn)
gKn
= lim
n
]Φα(Kn)
gKn/K
= φα,rel(K /K).
As the limits in the second term exist and are independent of the choice of the tower, the same holds
true for the limit defining φα,rel. Analogously, we deduce existence and independence of the Kn’s of BSrel
and part (iii) for ∗ = BS. Now, existence of λrel and its independence of the choice of Kn’s follows then
from the definition of λrel. This finishes the proof of the lemma. 
For a Galois tower K /K and for α either a rational prime power or R,C define
ψα(K /K) := lim
n→∞
]Φα(Kn)
[Kn : K]
.
Assume an infinite tower K /K is given with 0 < µrel(K /K) <∞. Then we have:
ψα(K /K) = lim
n→∞
]Φα(Kn)
[Kn : K]
=
(
lim
n→∞
]Φα(Kn)
gKn/K
)
·
(
lim
n→∞
[Kn : K]
gKn/K
)−1
=
φα,rel(K /K)
µrel(K /K)
(in particular, ψα(K /K) exists and is independent of the choice of Kn’s in this case).
Proposition 3.5. Let K /K be a tower with 0 < µrel(K /K) <∞. Then:
(3.3)
λrel(K /K)
µrel(K /K)
= gK +
∑
q
ψq(K /K) log
q
q − 1 .
Moreover, both sides are non-negative and <∞.
Proof. During the proof, for ∗ ∈ {µ,BS, φα, λ}, ∗ always means ∗(K ) and ∗rel always means ∗rel(K /K).
We compute
λrel + 1 = BSrel +φR,rel log 2 + φC,rel log 2pi
= (1 + gKµrel)(BS +φR log 2 + φC log 2pi)
= (1 + gKµrel)(λ+ 1)
= (1 + gKµrel)(1 +
∑
q
φq log
q
q − 1)
= 1 + gKµrel +
∑
q
φq,rel log
q
q − 1 .
Subtracting 1, dividing by µrel and applying the definition of ψq, we deduce (3.3). Now the right hand
side of (3.3) is clearly ≥ 0. To show that the left hand side is <∞, it is enough to show that λrel <∞.
Therefore, consider the equality
λrel + 1 = (1 + gKµrel)(λ+ 1),
from the proof of Proposition 3.5. By assumption we have 1 + gKµrel <∞. Further, λ <∞ follows from
the upper bounds on BS proven in [TV02] Theorem H (cf. also GRH Theorem G). 
3.3. Galois towers with non-vanishing µrel.
Now we evaluate the right hand side of (3.3) in terms of Galois theory and norms of primes. Note
that for a Galois extension K /K and a prime p of K, the degree (and the ramification index and the
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inertia degree) of the local extension Kp¯/Kp does not depend on the choice of the prolongation p¯ of p
to K . This justifies the following definition.
Definition 3.6. For a Galois extension K /K and a prime p of K let fp(K /K) resp. ep(K /K) denote
the inertia degree resp. the ramification index of a (any) prolongation of p to K . For an infinite Galois
extension K /K, we set
β(K /K) :=
∑
p∈ΣfK
1
ep(K /K)fp(K /K)
log
Npfp(K /K)
Npfp(K /K) − 1
(here and later, the sums are taken only over primes with finite absolute degree epfp in the towerK /K).
Note that all summands are positive real numbers and if the sum converges, the convergence is
absolute. In the following proposition and its proof we omit K /K from notation and write β instead of
β(K /K), etc.
Proposition 3.7. Let K /K be an infinite Galois extension such that 0 < µrel <∞. Then
λrel
µrel
= gK + β.
Proof. For a rational prime power q, a finite extension L/K and p ∈ ΣfK , let
Φq,p(L) = {q ∈ ΣfL : Nq = q, q lies over p}.
Clearly, for given q and L, the set of all p ∈ ΣfK such that Φq,p(L) 6= ∅ is finite and contained in Sp(K <).
Using this, we compute:
ψq = lim
n
]Φq(Kn)
[Kn : K]
= lim
n
∑
p∈ΣfK
]Φq,p(Kn)
[Kn : K]
=
∑
p∈ΣfK
lim
n
]Φq,p(Kn)
[Kn : K]
=
∑
p∈ΣfK
epfp<∞
Npfp=q
1
epfp
.
Thus by Proposition 3.5 we get:
λrel
µrel
− gK =
∑
q
ψq log
q
q − 1 =
∑
q
(
∑
p∈ΣfK
epfp<∞
Npfp=q
1
epfp
) log
q
q − 1
=
∑
p∈ΣfK
epfp<∞
1
epfp
log
Npfp
Npfp − 1 = β. 
3.4. Galois towers with arbitrary µrel <∞.
Let us deduce invariants of wildly ramified towers.
Proposition 3.8. Let K /K be an infinite Galois extension with µrel(K /K) <∞. Let H ⊆ GK /K be a
closed normal subgroup with fixed fieldK H . Assume for any finite Galois subextensionK H/L/K, we are
given an ascending family (Ln)∞n=0 of infinite Galois subextensions K /Ln/L. Write L∞ :=
⋃∞
n=0Ln,
LHn := Ln ∩K H for n <∞ and LH∞ :=
⋃
nL
H
n . Assume that for all L we have:
• LHn /L is infinite, 0 < µrel(Ln/L) <∞ and 0 < µrel(LHn /L) <∞ for 0 n <∞.
Then for any finite Galois subextension K H/L/K, we have (in particular, the limit on the left side
exists):
lim
n
(
λrel(LHn /L)
µrel(LHn /L)
− λrel(Ln/L)
µrel(Ln/L)
)
= β(LH∞ /L)− β(L∞/L).
Moreover, assume LH∞ /K is Galois for any L and
⋃
K H/L/K L∞ has no primes of finite norm. Then
we have
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lim
K H/L/K
1
[L : K]
(β(LH∞ /L)− β(L∞/L)) = β(K H/K).
Proof. To prove the first statement, fix some finite Galois subextensionK H/L/K. As 0 < µrel(Ln/L) <
∞, we know that β(Ln/L) exists by Proposition 3.7. Moreover, for m ≤ n, we have β(Lm/L) ≥
β(Ln/L) ≥ 0, hence β(Ln/L) form a monotone decreasing, bounded from below by 0, hence convergent
sequence and we have
lim
n
β(Ln/L) = lim
n
∑
p∈ΣfL
1
ep(Ln/L)fp(L /L)
log
Npfp(Ln/L)
Npfp(Ln/L) − 1
=
∑
p∈ΣfL
lim
n
1
ep(Ln/L)fp(Ln/L)
log
Npfp(Ln/L)
Npfp(Ln/L) − 1(3.4)
=
∑
p∈ΣfL
1
ep(L∞/L)fp(L∞/L)
log
Npfp(L∞/L)
Npfp(L∞/L) − 1 = β(L∞/L).
In the second equation we are allowed to interchange the limit with the sum by the dominated convergence
theorem, as the summands form a monotone decreasing sequence for n → ∞. In particular, β(L∞/L)
exists. Analogously, we deduce that β(LH∞ /L) exists and that
(3.5) β(LH∞ /L) = lim
n
β(LHn /L).
For any n ≥ 0, we have by Proposition 3.7:
(3.6)
λrel(LHn /L)
µrel(LHn /L)
− λrel(Ln/L)
µrel(Ln/L)
= β(LHn /L)− β(Ln/L).
Since by (3.4) and (3.5) the limit for n → ∞ of the right side of (3.6) exists, also the limit of the left
side exists and we have
lim
n
(
λrel(LHn /L)
µrel(LHn /L)
− λrel(Ln/L)
µrel(Ln/L)
)
= lim
n
β(LHn /L)− lim
n
β(Ln/L) = β(L
H
∞ /L)− β(L∞/L).
The first statement of the proposition follows. The second statement follows from Lemma 3.9 which has to
be applied twice: first to L :=
⋃
K H/L/K L∞ and LL := L∞ and then to L :=
⋃
K H/L/K L
H
∞ = K
H
and LL := LH∞ . 
We have the following continuity property of β:
Lemma 3.9. Let L /K be a Galois extension, let L/K run through an increasing family F of finite
Galois subextensions of L /K and for each L, let LL/L be a subextension of L /L, such that LL/K is
infinite Galois and
⋃
LLL = L . Then
lim
L∈F
1
[L : K]
β(LL/L) = β(L /K).
Proof. We have:
lim
L
1
[L : K]
β(LL/L) = lim
L
1
[L : K]
∑
pL∈ΣfL
1
epL(LL/L)fpL(LL/L)
log
Np
fpL (LL/L)
L
NpfpL (LL/L) − 1
= lim
L
1
[L : K]
∑
p∈ΣfK
∑
pL∈Sp(L)
1
epL(LL/L)fpL(LL/L)
log
Np
fpL (LL/L)
L
NpfpL (LL/L) − 1 ,
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where Sp(L) denotes the set of all primes of L lying over p. Choosing now one representative pL ∈ Sp(L)
(note that as LL/K is assumed to be Galois, all these representatives have the same properties in the
tower LL/L) and noting that ]Sp(L) =
[L:K]
ep(L/K)fp(L/K)
, we see that the above expression is equal to
= lim
L
1
[L : K]
∑
p∈ΣfK
[L : K]
ep(L/K)fp(L/K)
(
1
epL(LL/L)fpL(LL/L)
log
Np
fpL (LL/L)
L
Np
fpL (LL/L)
L − 1
)
= lim
L
∑
p∈ΣfK
1
ep(LL/K)fp(LL/K)
log
Npfp(LL/K)
Npfp(LL/L) − 1
= β(L /K),
where we used transitivity of ep and fp for the first and the absolute convergence of the involved series
and
⋃
LLL = L for the last equation. Again, as in the proof of Proposition 3.8, we are allowed to
interchange the limit and the sum. 
4. Characterization of decomposition subgroups
Let S be a finite set of primes of K with Sp ∪ S∞ ⊆ S. We now consider the question of how to
describe decomposition subgroups of primes outside S using anabelian information.
4.1. Some preliminaries.
For a pro-finite group H, let Hp denote a pro-p-Sylow subgroup of it. Consider the following condition
on K,S:
(C1) for any two different primes p¯, q¯ of KS , the intersection Dp¯,p ∩Dq¯,p ⊆ Dp¯,p is not open in Dp¯,p.
Here Dp¯,p denotes a pro-p-Sylow subgroup of the decomposition subgroup Dp¯ of p¯ in KS/K. Note that
(C1) for K,S implies (C1) for L, S, where KS/L/K is a finite subextension. Note also that due to
Sp ∪ S∞ ⊆ S, the decomposition subgroup Dp¯ ⊆ GK,S at a prime p¯ 6∈ S(KS) is pro-cyclic with infinite
pro-p-Sylow subgroup. We have the following standard lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Assume (C1) holds for K,S.
(i) If x ∈ GK,S normalizes an open subgroup of Dp¯,p, then x ∈ Dp¯.
(ii) If Z ⊆ GK,S is an abelian subgroup with infinite cyclic pro-p-Sylow subgroup, then there is at
most one prime p¯ of KS (which then has to lie outside S(KS)), such that Z ∩Dp¯ ⊆ Dp¯ is open.
Moreover, in that case, we have Z ⊆ Dp¯.
Proof. (i): We have xDp¯,px−1 = Dxp¯,p. Let U ⊆ Dp¯,p be an open subgroup normalized by x. Thus
Dp¯,p ⊇ U = xUx−1 ⊆ Dxp¯,p, i.e., the open subgroup U of Dp¯,p is contained in the intersection of Dp¯,p
and Dxp¯,p. By (C1) we get xp¯ = p¯, i.e., x ∈ Dp¯.
(ii): Let p¯ be a prime, such that Z ∩Dp¯ ⊆ Dp¯ is open. In particular, Z ∩Dp¯,p ⊆ Dp¯,p is open. As Z
is abelian, Z normalizes Z ∩Dp¯,p, hence Z ⊆ Dp¯ by part (i) of the lemma. Note that p¯ must lie outside
S, as for p¯ ∈ S(KS), the p-Sylow subgroup Dp¯,p ∼= Zp n Zp do not contain an open abelian subgroup.
If Z ∩ Dp¯i ⊆ Dp¯i is open for i = 1, 2, then Z ⊆ Dp¯i and hence Zp ⊆ Dp¯i,p (as Dp¯i is abelian). Thus
Zp ∼= Zp ⊆ Dp¯1,p ∩Dp¯2,p. As Dp¯i,p ∼= Zp, we see that Dp¯1,p ∩Dp¯2,p ⊆ Dp¯1,p must be open. By condition
(C1), p¯1 = p¯2. 
Unfortunately, condition (C1) is not enough to apply our method to KS/K with S finite, and we have
to assume either one of the following stronger conditions additionally to (C1). For a subgroup Z of a
pro-finite group U , we denote by 〈〈Z〉〉U the smallest normal closed subgroup of U containing Z.
(C2) Condition (C1) holds and if Z ⊆ GK,S is a closed pro-cyclic subgroup with infinite pro-p-Sylow
subgroup, then the following holds:
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• If Z ⊆ Dp¯ is open for a prime p¯ of KS lying over p (necessarily p 6∈ S), then
lim
KZS /L/K
β(KZLS /L) = log
Npfp¯(K
Z
S /K)
Npfp¯(K
Z
S /K) − 1 ,
where ZL := 〈〈Z〉〉GKS/L and fp¯(KZS /K) = (Dp¯ : Z) is the index of p¯ in KZS /K.• If Z ∩Dp¯ is not open in Dp¯ for any p¯, then
lim
KZS /L/K
β(KZLS /L) = 0.
(C3) For any finite subextension KS/L/K, for any two primes p 6= q of L, the decomposition subgroup
of q in the extension K{p}S /L is infinite.
Lemma 4.2. Condition (C3) for K,S implies (C1) and the first part of (C2), i.e., for any closed pro-
cyclic subgroup Z ⊆ GK,S with infinite pro-p-Sylow subgroup, if Z ⊆ Dp¯ is open for a prime p¯ of KS,
then
lim
KZS /L/K
β(KZLS /L) = log
Npfp¯(K
Z
S /K)
Npfp¯(K
Z
S /K) − 1 .
Proof. (C1) easily follows from (C3). Assume now, Z ⊆ Dp¯ is open for some p¯ with restriction p to K.
Then necessarily p¯ 6∈ S(KS). Let Z ⊆ U ⊆ GK,S be open and write L := KUS and ZL := 〈〈Z〉〉U . Let pL
denote the restriction of p¯ to L. Then ZL ⊆ 〈〈Dp¯/pL〉〉U and by (C3) we see that any prime q 6= pL of L
has infinite degree in the Galois tower K
〈〈Dp¯/pL 〉〉U
S /L and hence also in the Galois tower K
ZL
S /L. Thus
β(KZLS /L) =
1
fpL(K
ZL
S /L)
log
Np
fpL (K
ZL
S /L)
L
Np
fpL (K
ZL
S /L)
L − 1
.
For U ⊇ Z small enough, we have U ∩ Dp¯/p = Z, hence fp¯(L/K) = (Dp¯/p : Z) = fp¯(KZS /K) and
fpL(K
ZL
S /L) = epL(K
ZL
S /L) = 1. Thus Np
fpL (K
ZL
S /L)
L = (Np
fp¯(L/K))fpL (K
ZL
S /L) = Npfp¯(K
Z
S /K) and the
lemma follows. 
Definition 4.3. Let U ⊆ GK,S be an open subgroup and L := KUS . Let H / U be a closed normal
subgroup, which is not open. We say that a prime p of L lies under H, if for some (any) extension p¯
of p to KS , the inclusion Dp¯/p ∩H ⊆ Dp¯/p is open (equivalently, [pH : p] <∞, where pH := p¯|KHS ). For
a set R ⊆ ΣfL, we define:
zR(U ;H) := the number of primes in L lying outside R and under H.
Proposition 4.4 (Criterion 1). Let H /U , L be as in Definition 4.3. Assume that either L/Q is almost
normal, or that generalized Riemann hypothesis holds for all involved number fields. Assume that (C3)
holds for K,S. We have:
(i) zS(U ;H) = 0⇔ β(KHS /L)−
∑
p∈Sf (L)
1
fpep
log Np
fp
Npfp−1 = 0 (where fp := fp(K
H
S /L), etc.).
(ii) zS(U ;H) > 1 ⇔ ∃H1, H2 ⊆ H which are closed and normal in U such that zS(U ;Hi) > 0 for
i = 1, 2 and zS(U ;H1 ∩H2) = 0.
Proof. (i) follows directly from the definition of β. (ii): Assume first zS(U ;H) > 1. Then there are two
different primes p1, p2 of L, both lying outside S and under H. For i = 1, 2 let p¯i be an extension of
pi to KS and let Hi := 〈〈Dp¯i/pi ∩H〉〉U be the closed normal subgroup of U generated by Dp¯i/pi ∩H.
Then obviously, pi lies under Hi, hence zS(U ;Hi) > 0. Further, for any prime p 6= p1 of L with some
extension p¯ to KS , we have:
Dp¯/p ∩Hi ⊆ Dp¯/p ∩ 〈〈Dp¯1/p1〉〉U ⊆ Dp¯/p,
and the second inclusion is not open by (C3). Hence (doing the same for p2 instead of p1) no prime lies
under H1 ∩H2. In particular, zS(U ;H1 ∩H2) = 0.
Conversely, assume there are two closed subgroups H1, H2 ⊆ H, normal in U , such that zS(U ;Hi) > 0
for i = 1, 2 and zS(U ;H1 ∩H2) = 0. Let pi be a prime of L lying outside S and under Hi. Then pi also
lies under H. If we would have p1 = p2 =: p, then Dp¯/p ∩ Hi ⊆ Dp¯/p would be an open inclusion for
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i = 1, 2. But then also Dp¯/p ∩H1 ∩H2 ⊆ Dp¯/p would be open, i.e., p would lie under H1 ∩H2, which
contradicts zS(U ;H1 ∩H2) = 0. Thus p1 6= p2, and hence zS(U ;H) > 1. 
4.2. Subgroups of decomposition behavior.
We now introduce candidates from decomposition subgroups. The definitions depend on which con-
dition we pose on KS/K.
Definition 4.5. Assume that (C2) holds for KS/K. Let Z ⊆ GK,S be a closed pro-cyclic subgroup
with infinite pro-p-Sylow subgroup. We say that Z has (C2)-decomposition behavior if there is a
constant C > 0 such that
lim
KZS /L/K
β(KZLS /L) = C,
where ZL := 〈〈Z〉〉GL,S .
Definition 4.6. Assume that (C3) holds for KS/K. Let Z ⊆ GK,S be a closed pro-cyclic subgroup
with infinite pro-p-Sylow subgroup. We say that Z has (C3)-decomposition behavior if the following
conditions are satisfied for all open subgroups U ⊆ GK,S containing Z:
(1) zS(U ; 〈〈Z〉〉U ) = 1
(2) there is a constant C > 0 and an open subgroup Z ⊂ U0 ⊆ GK,S , such that if Z ⊂ U ⊆ U0, then
β(KZLS /L) = C,
where L := KUS and ZL := 〈〈Z〉〉U .
Remark 4.7. From Lemma 4.2 and the proof of Theorem 4.8 one gets the impression that (C2) is the
’better’ condition. Nevertheless, we do not know how to deduce the second part of (C2) from (C3) and
therefore we work with both conditions separately.
Theorem 4.8. Let S ⊇ Sp ∪ S∞ be a finite set of primes of K. Assume that (C2) (resp. (C3)) holds
for K,S. Assume that the generalized Riemannian hypothesis holds for all involved number fields. Let
Z ⊆ GK,S be a closed pro-cyclic subgroup with infinite pro-p-Sylow subgroup. Then Z has (C2)- (resp.
(C3)-) decomposition behavior if and only if there is a prime p¯ of KS, such that Z ∩Dp¯ ⊆ Dp¯ is open.
In this case Z ⊆ Dp¯, the prime p¯ is unique and p¯ 6∈ S(KS). Moreover, the norm of the restriction p of
p¯ to K is equal to
Np =
eC
eC − 1 ,
where C > 0 is the constant attached to Dp¯/p in Definition 4.5 (resp. 4.6).
Proof. Assume first (C2) holds for K,S. By Lemma 4.1, the following two statements about Z are
equivalent: ’there is a prime p¯ of KS such that Z ∩Dp¯ ⊆ Dp¯ is open’ and ’there is a prime p¯ of KS such
that Z ⊆ Dp¯ is open’. Thus in this case, the first statement of the theorem follows directly from (C2).
Now assume (C3) holds for K,S. Assume first there is a prime p¯ of KS with restriction p to K such
that Z ∩Dp¯/p ⊆ Dp¯/p is open. For any Z ⊆ U ⊆ GK,S open with fixed field L, put pL := p¯|L and write
ZL := 〈〈Z〉〉U . Then pL lies under ZL and not in S(L). If a further prime q 6= pL of L with q 6∈ S would
lie under ZL, then the composition Dq¯/q ∩ ZL ⊆ Dq¯/q ∩ 〈〈Dp¯/pL〉〉U ⊆ Dq¯/q would be open. Hence also
the second inclusion would be open, and this contradicts (C3). This shows part (1) in Definition 4.6. As
in the proof of Lemma 4.2, we see that β(KZLS /L) gets constant (and > 0) if U is small enough, more
precisely, if U ∩Dp¯/p = Z. This shows that Z has (C3)-decomposition behavior.
Conversely, assume Z has (C3)-decomposition behavior. Let Z ⊆ U ⊆ GK,S be an open subgroup
with fixed field L. By assumptions, there is a unique prime pL of L lying outside S and under ZL. This
uniqueness implies that if Z ⊆ U ′ ⊆ U ⊆ G•K,S with fixed fields L′, L, then pL′ |L = pL. Thus the sets
{pL} with one element form a projective system, which limit is again a one element set, i.e., we obtain
a unique prime p¯ of KS (lying outside S) with p¯|L = pL for each L.
Let us compute the numbers β(KZLS /L) for any open Z ⊆ U ⊆ GK,S . By part (1) of Definition 4.6,
the prime pL is the only one lying under ZL, i.e., pL is the only prime having finite norm in KZLS /L. Set
fU := fpL(K
ZL
S /L) and t := NpL. By definition of β we compute:
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β(KZLS /L) =
1
fU
log
tfU
tfU − 1 .
Fix now two open subgroups Z ⊆ U ′ ⊆ U ⊆ U0 with fixed fields L′, L, where U0 is as in part (2) of
Definition 4.6. Set c := [pL′ : pL] = (Dp¯/pL : Dp¯/pL′ ). Then NpL′ = Np
c = tc and by part (2) of
Definition 4.6 we must have:
1
fU ′
log
tcfU′
tcfU′ − 1 = β(K
ZL′
S /L
′) = β(KZLS /L) =
1
fU
log
tfU
tfU − 1 ,
or, equivalently,
(c− 1) log t = log
(
(tcf
′
U − 1)1/fU′
(tfU − 1)1/fU
)
.
Applying exp and taking fUfU ′ -th power we obtain
t(c−1)fUfU′ (tfU − 1)fU′ = (tcfU′ − 1)fU .
All numbers in this equation are positive integers and if c 6= 1, then the left side would be divisible by
t (which is a prime power > 1), whereas the right side would not. This contradiction shows c = 1 and
therefore, the intersection Dp¯/p ∩ U is independent of the open subgroup Z ⊆ U ⊆ U0. Hence
Dp¯/p ∩ Z = Dp¯/p ∩
⋂
Z⊆U
U = Dp¯/p ∩ U0
is open in Dp¯/pK . This finishes the proof of the first statement of the theorem.
Uniqueness of p¯ follows from Lemma 4.1 as (C2), (C3) imply (C1). The p-Sylow subgroup of a
decomposition subgroup of a prime in S is isomorphic to ZpnZp, hence do not contain any open abelian
subgroup. Thus p¯ 6∈ S(KS). Further, Z ⊆ Dp¯ follows from Lemma 4.1. This shows the second statement
of the theorem. The last statement follows directly from (C2) resp. is an elementary computation. 
Corollary 4.9. With the assumptions as in Theorem 4.8, the decomposition subgroups inside GK,S of
primes lying outside S are exactly the maximal pro-cyclic subgroups of GK,S with infinite pro-p-Sylow
subgroup of (C2)- (resp. (C3)-) decomposition behavior.
Proof. The Zp-cyclotomic extension of K is contained in KS . Thus the decomposition subgroup inside
GK,S of any prime p 6∈ S is pro-cyclic with infinite pro-p-Sylow subgroup. Now the corollary follows
from Theorem 4.8 and Lemma 4.1. 
5. Anabelian geometry
The goal of this section is to apply the theory developed in Sections 3, 4 to anabelian geometry and
to prove Theorem 1.3. Let KtmS denote the maximal tamely ramified subextension of KS/K. First we
need a further condition:
(C4) there is a finite subextension KS/M/K, such that for each prime p 6∈ S(M), there is no
M
tm,{p}
S /L/M finite, such thatM
{p},tm
S /L is unramified (in particular, the extensionM
{p},tm
S /M
is infinite) and for any closed normal subgroup H of GMS/M , which is generated by conjugates
of one element,
⋃
MHS /L/M
LtmS has no prime of finite norm.
Remarks 5.1. Condition (C4) is in contrast to (C2),(C3) purely of technical nature. We are convinced
that it can be removed or at least weakened. Here are two remarks concerning it:
(i) IfM satisfies the requirements posed in (C4), then also any finite KS/M ′/M does. If there would
be some finite subextensionM such thatM tmS has no prime of finite norm, then everything would
be much easier. But, we need not to assume this and indeed, the last condition required in (C4)
is much weaker: if H is a normal subgroup of GMS/M , generated by conjugates of one element,
then the extensionMHS /M is very big at least ifM is totally imaginary (indeed,M
H
S /M contains
at least r2(M) independent Zp-extensions of M).
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(ii) Technically, we need (C4) for the crucial application of Proposition 3.8, which we are finally
forced to apply to extensions Ln = LtmS (constant for all n), as there are no other towers with
reasonable properties. It would be much nicer, if one would be able to apply Proposition 3.8 to,
say, L ′n := L(µpn)tmS : then the last part of (C4) gets obsolete. Unfortunately, we are not able
to obtain full control over µrel(L ′n/L), as wild ramification is in the game (although this wild
ramification ’just’ comes from the cyclotomic Zp-tower).
Proof of Theorem 1.3. For each K1,S1/L1/K1, let L2 be the field corresponding to L1 via σ. By assump-
tion (1) in Theorem 1.3 we have a local correspondence at the boundary, i.e., there is a GK1,S1-invariant
map
σ∗ : S1,f (K1,S1)
∼→ S2,f (K2,S2),
characterized by σ(Dp¯) = Dσ∗(p¯), which induces bijections σ∗,L1 at each finite level K1,S1/L1/K1. More-
over, the decomposition subgroups of primes in Si are full local groups, hence σ∗,L1 preserves residue
characteristics, the absolute degrees of primes, the inertia degrees and the ramification indices.
Further, if Ip¯ denote the inertia and Rp¯ the wild inertia subgroup of Dp¯, then σ(Ip¯) = Iσ∗(p¯) and
σ(Rp¯) = Rσ∗(p¯). In particular, if L1, L2 correspond via σ, then also L
tm
1,S1
, Ltm2,S2 do, and we have
gM1/L1 = gM2/L2 ifM1/L1 is tame. Moreover, this implies, that if K1,S1/L1/L1/K1 is a tamely ramified
subextension, then
(5.1) µrel(L1/L1) = µrel(L2/L2).
Due to Lemma 4.1 it is enough to show the existence of σ∗ after a finite extension of K inside KS .
Thus by [Iv14] Theorem 1.1, we can assume that µp ⊆ K. Moreover, by condition (C4), we can assume
that for any finite subextension KS/M/K and any p ∈ ΣfM , the extension M{p},tmS /M is infinite, there
is no M tm,{p}S /L/M finite, such that M
{p},tm
S /L is unramified and that
⋃
KHS /L/K
LtmS has no prime of
finite norm for any H as in (C4).
Due to Corollary 4.9, to show the existence of σ∗, it is enough to show that for any pro-cyclic subgroup
Z1 ⊆ GK1,S1 with infinite pro-p-Sylow subgroup, the following holds: if Z1 has (C2)- (resp. (C3)-)
decomposition behavior, then Z2 := σ(Z1) also has. Due to (C4), we can restrict attention only to such
subgroups Z1, for which K
〈〈Z1〉〉GK1,S1 ,tm
1,S1
/K1 is infinitely ramified (and hence, in particular, infinite).
Note that then the same is true for Z2 instead of Z1. By definition of decomposition behavior, it is
enough to show that for all KZ11,S1/L1/K1 finite, one has
β(L
Z1,L1
1,S1
/L1) = β(L
Z2,L2
2,S2
/L2),
where Zi,Li is the normal subgroup of GL1,S1 generated by Zi. By the last statement of Proposition 3.8
(applied to L := Mi and L∞ := Ln := M tmi,Si), we know that (we omit the index i = 1, 2):
(5.2) β(LZLS /L) = lim
L
ZL
S /M/L
1
[M : L]
(β(M tmS ∩ LZL/M)− β(M tmS /M))
Note that the assumptions of Proposition 3.8 are satisfied. Indeed,
(i) we know that KZKS ∩KtmS /K is infinitely ramified, and LZLS ∩M tmS ⊇ KZKS ∩KtmS . Hence also
M tmS ∩ LZL/M is infinite and ramified, i.e., µrel(M tmS /M) ≤ µrel(M tmS ∩ LZL/M) <∞,
(ii) on the other side 0 < µrel(M tmS /M) ≤ µrel(M tmS ∩ LZL/M) by Lemma 3.2.
(iii)
⋃
L
ZL
S /M/L
M tmS ⊇
⋃
K
ZK
S /M/K
M tmS has no prime of finite norm by (C4).
Finally, by the first statement of Proposition 3.8, the right side of (5.2) can be expressed in terms of
λrel and µrel of the tamely ramified towers M tmS ∩ LZL/M and M tmS /M . Hence the right sides of (5.2)
coincide for i = 1, 2. Thus Z1 has decomposition behavior if and only if Z2 has and we are done. This
all shows the existence of the compatible bijections σ∗,L1 . Moreover, it is clear from Theorem 4.8 and
preceeding computations, that the maps σ∗,L1 preserve norms of primes. 
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6. The p-adic volume of the unit lattice
The results of this section are independent from the rest of the article. Let p be an odd prime, K a
number field, S ⊇ S∞ ∪ Sp a finite set of primes of K. In contrast to the usual regulator, it is possible
to reconstruct the p-adic volume volp(K) of the unit lattice of K from the fundamental group GK,S (+
some more information). For a definition of volp(K) we refer to [NSW08] 10.3.3.
Proposition 6.1. Let K be a number field, S ⊇ S∞ a finite set of primes of K, such that at least two
rational primes lie in O∗K,S and let p be one of them. Assume p > 2 or K totally imaginary. Assume
the Leopoldt conjecture holds for K and p. Then
(GK,S , p, χp) volp(K).
Proof. By [Iv14] Theorem 1.1, the given information is enough to reconstruct the position of decompo-
sition subgroups of primes in Sf inside GK,S and hence also in its pro-p-quotient G
(p)
K,S . For a prime
p¯ ∈ (Sf rSp)(K(p)S ), we have a map with open image Dp¯,K(p)S /K → Zp, which is induced by the cy-
clotomic character χ′p : G
(p)
K,S → Zp. The inertia subgroups Ip¯,K(p)S /K ⊆ Dp¯,K(p)S /K are the kernels of
this map. Therefore we can reconstruct the quotient G(p)K,Sp of G
(p)
K,S together with the decomposition
subgroups at Sp by dividing out the normal subgroup generated by Ip¯,K(p)S /K
for p¯ ∈ Sf rSp. Hence we
can also reconstruct the following exact sequence from class field theory (cf. [NSW08] 8.3.21):
0→ O∗K,Sp →
∏
p∈Sp
K
∗,(p)
p → Gab,(p)K,Sp → ClSp(K)(p) → 0
where the upper index (p) denotes the pro-p completion and O∗K,Sp denotes the closure of the image of
O∗K,Sp in
∏
p∈Sp K
∗,(p)
p . Note that the decomposition groups Dp¯,KS/K are the full local groups by [CC09]
and hence by class fields theory K∗,(p)p ∼= Gab,(p)Kp ∼= D
ab,(p)
p¯,KS/K
. Let Up ⊂ K∗p be the units of OKp . The
Leopoldt conjecture and [NSW08] 10.3.13 with S = Sp ∪ S∞, T = ∅ shows the exactness of the rows of
the diagram
0 // O∗K // _

∏
p∈Sp U
(p)
p
 _

// Gab,(p)K,Sp
// Cl(p)K

// 0
0 // O∗K,Sp
  // ∏
p∈Sp K
∗,(p)
p
// Gab,(p)K,Sp
// Cl(p)K,Sp
// 0
where O∗K is the closure of the image of O∗K inside
∏
p∈Sp U
(p)
p . We can reconstruct the second vertical
map from the given data (U (p)p correspond to the inertia subgroup via the reciprocity isomorphism
K
∗,(p)
p → Gab,(p)Kp ). An easy diagram chase shows O∗K = O∗K,Sp ∩
∏
p∈Sp U
(p)
p . Hence we can reconstruct
the upper left horizontal map in the above diagram. Apply −⊗ZpQp/Zp to it; now the proposition follows
from [NSW08] 10.3.8 as r1(K), r2(K) can be reconstructed from the given data and as the natural map
O∗K ⊗Z Zp  O∗K is an isomorphism by Leopoldt’s conjecture. 
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